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1. Introduction

In this chapter, we will explore the effect of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) matching on renal transplant outcomes. The importance of HLA matching has been clearly established in renal transplantation and the extent of HLA mismatches at the A, B and DR loci form an important part in the assessment of the immunological risk of potential transplant candidates. Increasing number of HLA mismatches has been shown to be associated with poorer graft and patient survival following kidney transplantation but the ongoing importance of this association in the era of more potent immunosuppression and improved donor selection remains unclear. Nevertheless, HLA mismatches remain a crucial component of deceased donor kidney allocation in most countries including the United States and Australia. As a result of major advances in technology, HLA-typing has evolved from serological-based typing to molecular HLA-typing and solid-phase anti-HLA-antibody-detection assays, which have had a major influence in both allocation and outcome of transplanted kidneys. The identification of donor-specific anti-HLA-antibody (DSA) has become standard practice and cross-matching assays to establish the presence of DSA has evolved from complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) assay to the exquisitely sensitive flow-cytometric and solid-phase assays. The availability of these sensitive assays has enable clinicians to perform calculated panel reactive antibody and virtual cross-match, which has led to a more accurate assessment of immunological risk of potential transplant candidates and improvement in the allocation of deceased donor kidneys. Defining the appropriate threshold values for clinically relevant DSA assignment, the ongoing significance of HLA-matching in the presence of DSA and the importance of anti-HLA-Cw, HLA-DQ and HLA-DP antibodies remain poorly defined. Finally, we will discuss the process of identifying acceptable HLA-mismatches using HLAMatchmaker, which determines HLA-
compatibility at the level of polymorphic amino acid triplets or eplets in antibody-accessible regions, and the benefit of acceptable HLA-mismatch programs in improving the transplant potential of highly sensitized transplant candidates.

2. Basic transplant immunology

Immune protection against foreign antigens in humans relies on a coordinated response of both innate and adaptive immune system [1]. The innate system, comprising of anatomical barriers (e.g. skin), phagocytic cells (e.g. macrophages), and soluble compounds (e.g. comple‐ments and interferons [IFN]) provide an efficient initial defence against foreign antigens such as donor antigens in solid organ transplantation but this response lacks specificity. In contrast, subsequent adaptive immune response has the ability to create a large diversity of antigen-specific responses upon antigenic challenge to the host, with the development of immunolog‐ical memory consequent on subsequent exposure to the same antigen. This response involves predominantly lymphocytes and antibodies, and is characteristically more intense, leading to a more rapid elimination of the foreign antigen (Figure 1).

The ability of dendritic cells to coordinate innate and adaptive immune system. Upon exposure to foreign anti‐gens, dendritic cells secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines ± cell-cell contact, activate effector cells including natural kill‐er cells and macrophages (innate immunity). Immature dendritic cells capture and process antigens for presentation to T cells via major histocompatibility complexes. DC undergo maturation and migrate to secondary lymphoid tissues (enhanced by inflammatory cytokines produced by natural killer cells and CD40 ligand expressed by activated T cells). Mature dendritic cells drive the expansion of antigen-specific, major histocompatibility complex-restricted T and B cell responses and the development of immunologic memory (adaptive immunity).

**Figure 1.** Innate and adaptive immune response to foreign antigens.
2.1. Dendritic cells (Figure 2)

Dendritic cells (DC) are a group of rare, heterogeneous population of professional antigen-presenting cells (APC) that can initiate primary immune responses, and hence have the ability to regulate both innate and adaptive immune responses [2-4]. Precursor DC (pre-DC), arising from bone marrow progenitors, enter tissues as immature DC with superior phagocytic capabilities. DC encounter foreign antigens such as donor antigens (in solid organ transplantation), bacteria and tumour antigens resulting in the secretion of cytokines (e.g. IFN) and activation of natural killer (NK) cells, macrophages and eosinophils. Following antigen capture and processing, DC undergo maturation and migrate to secondary lymphoid tissues where they present processed antigen/peptide coupled to major histocompatibility complexes (MHC) to T cells, allowing for selection and expansion of antigen-specific cluster designation (CD4+) T-helper cells. These CD4+ T-helper cells subsequently amplify the immune responses by regulating antigen-specific (e.g. CD8+ cytotoxic T cells, B cells), and antigen non-specific (e.g. macrophages, NK cells, and eosinophils) effector cells.

Overview of the complex relationship between dendritic cells and effector T and B cells. Immature DC (MDC and PDC) mature in response to appropriate stimuli (e.g. microbial products, TLR ligands). Mature DC secretes immunoregulatory cytokines (including IFN-α and IL-12) and with cell-cell contact, modulates effector cell response including NK cells, B and T cells as well as providing a positive feedback to DC to initiate ongoing activation and maturation. Activated effector cells could in turn modulate DC activation, maturation, and survival as well as enhancing other effector cell functions through the production of cytokines (IFN-γ) and/or via cell-cell contact.

Figure 2. Interaction between dendritic cells and effector T and B cells.

DC play a critical role in the initiation and regulation of adaptive T cell responses, the maintenance of central and peripheral tolerance in normal steady-state and hence are essential in
regulating immune responses in solid organ and cellular transplantation. DC have dual roles in organ transplantation. They are responsible for allorecognition and presentation of foreign antigens to T cells, which may initiate allograft rejection but are also involved in the promotion of transplant tolerance.

2.2. Role of T and B cells in allograft rejection

2.2.1. T cells

The most common form of acute rejection of allogeneic tissues and allografts involve the activation of recipient’s T cells (i.e. adaptive immune response) directed against donor MHC antigens or MHC-derived peptides presented by either the donor’s or recipient’s APC [5]. DC are considered the most potent form of APC in humans through their capacity for antigen uptake and processing of foreign antigens into peptides which can then be presented to antigen-specific T cells via MHC complexes, leading to activation and clonal expansion of naïve and memory T cells (i.e. primary and secondary immune responses) [2]. During steady state, DC reside as functionally immature cells in most tissues. Following organ transplantation, the systemic effects of donor brain death and/or ischaemia-reperfusion injury are sufficient to generate an inflammatory response to mature these DC during their migration carrying donor antigens from the transplanted organ to the recipient’s secondary lymphoid organs including the draining lymph nodes and spleen [6, 7]. DC may also be activated via CD40-CD40L interaction, with activated cells (e.g. platelets, T cells, mast cells) within transplanted allografts the potential source of CD40L. This interaction may regulate DC migration possibly via tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α production by DC [8]. DC maturation and immunostimulatory capacity are dependent on nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB)-dependent gene transcription including genes involved in the expression of adhesion molecules, chemotactic factors and the production of various cytokines [9]. Although DC are very efficient in presenting donor antigens to T cells, other cell types including tubular epithelial cells, endothelial cells, macrophages and also B cells can participate in T cell interaction, the latter by capturing and presenting foreign antigens via their surface immunoglobulins and MHC class II molecules [10-12].

Direct and indirect allorecognition of allogeneic antigens are mediated by donor-derived and recipient’s DC respectively. Donor DC present donor peptide mounted on donor MHC molecules to recipient’s T cells following migration of donor DC to T cell areas of lymphoid tissues (‘passenger leukocytes’) in response to surgery [13]. This mode of presentation is termed direct allorecognition and is particularly important in the initiation of acute rejection resulting from a powerful alloantigen-specific T cell response directed against allogeneic antigens [14]. The finding of >90% of infiltrating recipient’s T cells involved in recognising donor-derived MHC molecule directly presented by donor DC during acute rejection of allogeneic skin graft in mice support the existence of this direct pathway [15]. Furthermore, the frequency of direct donor-specific hyporeactivity is similar between long-term renal transplant recipients with good graft function compared to those recipients with established chronic rejection suggesting that direct allorecognition is not the predominant response in
chronic rejection [16]. In contrast, recipient’s DC may acquire allogeneic donor antigens following migration into the allograft in response to proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines. Recipient’s DC present donor MHC-derived peptides (e.g. regions of MHC class II molecules) loaded to self-MHC molecule to recipient’s T cells. This mode of presentation is termed indirect allorecognition and may be more important in establishing chronic rejection. Unlike direct allorecognition, indirect allorecognition involves a less potent T cell response with a reduced proportion of recipient’s T cells involve in the immune response directed against the donor-derived antigens [17, 18]. The finding of a higher frequency of T cells with indirect anti-donor reactivity in transplant recipients with established chronic rejection support this finding [16]. Similarly, studies in non-human primates demonstrated that inhibition of direct anti-donor reactivity can prolong graft survival, but does not prevent late graft loss to chronic rejection [19]. In both direct and indirect allorecognition pathways, DC can internalise extracellular donor antigens, process them and present them to either CD4+ or CD8+ T cells through MHC class I or II molecules respectively. However, the contribution of direct and indirect pathway in acute and chronic allograft rejection remains controversial with studies demonstrating that indirect pathway may also be important in the initiation of acute rejection [20].

Following activation of naïve T cells, activated CD4+ T cells proliferate and differentiate into different cell types with distinct cytokine profiles. Subtypes of helper T cells include type I helper T (Th1), Th2 cells, Th17 cells and regulatory T (Treg) cells. Although Th1 cells may be more important in allograft rejection by producing inflammatory cytokines capable of driving a cellular immune response such as IFN-γ and interleukin (IL)-2, Th2 cells may also be involved in rejection through the activation of eosinophils and promoting a humoral immune response (via cytokines IL4, 5 and 13) [21, 22]. There is increasing evidence that Th17 cells contribute to allograft rejection although the susceptibility of these cells to immune regulation remains unclear [23]. Although Treg cells are capable of inducing immune tolerance in animal models of transplantation, the role of these cells in humans remains unclear [24, 25]. Both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells can mediate allograft injury either directly or indirectly through the production of cytokines or by activating vascular endothelial cells. CD8+ T cells can directly cause cell death by promoting caspase-induced cell apoptosis by releasing perforin and granzymes A and B intracellularly or via Fas-ligand/Fas-receptor interaction between CD8+T cells and allograft [26]. Similarly, CD4+ T cells can directly induce cell apoptosis via Fas-ligand/Fas-receptor interaction but they can also cause indirect cell damage by secreting TNF-α and TNF-β, which subsequently bind to TNF-receptors on endothelial or tubular cells resulting in cell apoptosis [27, 28].

2.2.2. B cells

There is increasing evidence that in solid organ transplantation, B cells play an important role in the immune response to an allograft through the production of antibodies (resulting in the development of acute and chronic antibody mediated rejection [AMR]), but these cells may also have an important role in the support of T cells (resulting in the development of acute cellular rejection) [29]. Most peripheral B cells are produced in the bone marrow and contin-
uously circulate as immature cells through secondary lymphoid organs until they encounter antigen. Once activated, B cells become efficient APC by capturing antigen via B-cell receptor, then interacts with naïve T cells through the presentation of antigen by MHC class II molecules to T-cell receptor respectively. Through this interaction coupled with the ability to produce cytokines such as IL-2, B cells are critical for optimal T cell activation and development of T cell memory [30, 31]. Activated B cells may also differentiate into memory B cells or plasma cells, a small proportion of the latter cell type may persist as long-lived plasma cells that reside in the bone marrow ± allografts indefinitely, continuously producing IgG antibodies [32]. APCs such as DC, monocytes and macrophages produce BAFF (B-cell-activating factor belonging to the tumour necrosis factor family), a cytokine which enhances B cell survival [33]. Antibodies produced by terminally differentiated B cells, especially directed against donor antigens, are critical mediators of AMR and associated graft damage through complement activation and Fc-receptor cross-linking, the latter resulting in proinflammatory cytokine release. DC maturation, macrophage phagocytosis and NK cell-mediated antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity [34]. Like Treg cells, there is a recently described subset of B cells in humans and mouse known as regulatory B cells, which are capable inhibiting T cell responses, possibly through the production of IL-10 [35]. The clinical significance of these regulatory B cells in organ transplantation remains unclear.

3. Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA)

The HLA system is the name given to the human MHC, which was first described by Jean Dausset in 1952 after observing the development of alloantibodies to leukocytes following blood transfusions [36]. The HLA system comprises a group of cell-surface antigen-presenting proteins encoded by a region on the short arm of chromosome 6 and is divided into class I and class II molecules. Humans have three class I HLA (A, B, C) that are present on all nucleated cells and six class II HLA (DPA1, DPB1, DQA1, DQB1, DRA, DRB1) that are present only on antigen-presenting cells and lymphocytes. Class I HLA presents intracellular antigens while class II HLA present extracellular antigens. HLA are highly polymorphic with almost 6000 HLA Class I and over 1500 HLA Class II alleles having been identified [37]. Three of the seven heterodimers (HLA-A, -B, and -DRB1) contribute to the majority of the immunogenicity of mismatched antigens and therefore traditional HLA-typing methods have primarily focussed on these alleles.

HLA play an important role in the immune system by controlling immune responses through antigen presentation and distinguish “self” from “non-self”. Since its introduction after the first International Histocompatibility Workshop (IHWS) in 1964, HLA matching has formed the cornerstone of deceased-donor kidney allocation policies worldwide [38]. By the first World Health Organization nomenclature meeting in 1970, 27 HLA antigens were identified. The discovery of new antigens on occasion splits previously known ‘broad’ antigens into two or more antigens, termed ‘split’ antigens. For example, the A9 broad antigen was split to A23 and A24 split antigens, whereas the DR2 broad antigen was split to DR15 and DR16 split antigens [39]. HLA matching criteria may vary with regards to consideration of broad or split
antigens. Split antigen matching appears to be more common and clinically important for HLA-A and-B antigens than for HLA-DR antigens [40]. Not surprisingly, utilization of matching for broad antigens increases the probability of identifying HLA-matched recipients for any given donor [41].

Although 0 HLA-mismatched grafts have been shown to have superior graft outcomes compared with grafts with ≥1 HLA-mismatch, a proportion of 0 HLA-mismatched grafts may be complicated by acute rejection, possibly reflecting potential allore cognition of incompatibilities at other minor HLA loci. On the contrary, many HLA-mismatched grafts have excellent graft outcomes without acute rejection, suggesting that under specific circumstances, certain HLA mismatches may be permissible, such as the lack of immunologic response against non-inherited maternal HLA antigens (NIMA) as a result of prenatal tolerance development. However, verification of this association between NIMA and graft outcomes remains inconclusive [42-44].

HLA compatibility has also been defined by mismatch acceptability known as acceptable HLA-mismatch. These are mismatched HLA antigens that do not result in a positive complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) crossmatch [42]. Identification of acceptable HLA-mismatches has been utilised to improve the transplant potential of highly sensitized patients, and this concept and application will be discussed in greater details later in this chapter.

In most countries worldwide including Australia, the number of HLA-mismatches is calculated by the sum of the total number of HLA-mismatches between donor-recipient at HLA-A, B, and DR loci. Large single centre and registry studies have consistently demonstrated an inverse association between increasing number of mismatches and graft and/or patient survival [43-45]. However, with the evolution from serological to molecular-based HLA-typing over time resulting in improved immunological risk stratification of transplant candidates, coupled with the availability of more potent immunosuppression and donor selection has created uncertainty regarding the ongoing clinical importance of HLA-mismatches in the modern era.

4. Effect of HLA-mismatches and renal transplant outcomes

Large registry reports including analysis from the Collaborative Transplant Study (CTS) and more recently from the Australia and New Zealand Dialysis and Transplant (ANZDATA) registry have consistently demonstrated a strong association between HLA-matching at the HLA-A, B and DR loci and graft and patient outcomes, independent of donor type, initial immunosuppression, transplant era and even the presence of DSA [46-48].

The advantage of improved HLA-matching in reducing acute rejection risk has been demonstrated predominantly in renal transplant recipients receiving cyclosporine-based immunosuppressive regimen [49, 50]. Recent retrospective single centre study of live and deceased donor renal transplants has demonstrated that HLA-matches remained an important determinant of acute rejection risk in renal transplant recipients receiving quadruple immu-
nosuppression involving the use of interleukin-2 receptor antibody induction, tacrolimus, mycophenolate mofetil and corticosteroids [51]. In this study, increasing number of HLA mismatches was an independent predictor of acute rejection (OR 1.65 for every single HLA-mismatch; 95% CI: 1.15 to 2.38; P=0.007), with HLA-mismatches at the HLA-DR locus associated with the highest risk of acute rejection compared to mismatches at the HLA-A and HLA-B loci in the adjusted model. Analysis of the CTS data of 135,970 deceased donor renal transplant recipients demonstrated that the effect of HLA-mismatches on acute rejection risk remained highly significant over two consecutive decades (1985-1994 vs 1995-2004), independent of ‘intention to treat’ immunosuppressive regimen [47]. Similarly, recent analysis of ANZDATA registry of live and deceased donor renal transplants between 1998 and 2009 demonstrated that the association between HLA-mismatches and acute rejection risk appeared to be independent of transplant era and initial immunosuppression, but this association appeared to be much stronger for live-donor transplants compared to deceased donor transplants (Figure 3A). The reduced benefit of 0-HLA-mismatched kidneys in recipients of deceased compared with live donor kidneys may be explained by the presence in unrelated deceased donors of apparently matched but actually mismatched splits of antigens, which is less frequently observed in biologically related living donors [46]. However, the association between HLA mismatches and rejection was not linear, with the greatest benefit of HLA matching appeared to be confined to those with <4 HLA mismatches [46, 47].

Large retrospective studies have consistently demonstrated the importance of HLA-matching in determining deceased donor renal allograft survival [52-54]. Analysis of the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) registry between 1991 to 1997 demonstrated an 11% reduction in 3-year graft survival rate (p<0.001) between transplants involving 6 compared to 0 HLA-mismatches, with the most discernible difference in survival was observed between recipients with 0 to 1 HLA-mismatch [55]. In the UNOS study, the association between HLA-mismatches and reduced graft survival appeared to be related to mismatches at the HLA-DR locus within the first year post-transplant, whereas mismatches at the HLA-AB loci were more important beyond the first year post-transplant. However, the association between HLA-mismatches and graft survival in the era of modern immunosuppression remains contradictory [56]. Analysis of the CTS data demonstrated that the importance of HLA-matching on graft outcomes remained strong during the two decades of 1985-1994 and 1995-2004, suggesting that association between HLA-mismatches and graft survival remains robust in the era of modern immunosuppression [47]. Unlike the other large registry studies that had focused on deceased donor renal transplants, the study by Lim WH et al using ANZDATA registry data evaluated both live and deceased donor renal transplants. Similarly, the authors demonstrated a strong association between HLA-mismatches and overall graft survival for both live and deceased donor renal transplants (Figure 3B), especially between those receiving 0-HLA-mismatched kidneys compared to those receiving ≥1 HLA-mismatched kidneys [46]. In contrast, analysis of the UNOS data suggested that the relative importance of HLA-mismatches and reduced graft survival may have diminished in recent years, whereas other factors such as donor age retained their statistical significance over time prompting the suggestion that kidney allocation algorithms based predominantly on HLA-matching should be modified [57]. However, this study focused on era between 1994 and 1998 whereby the use of induction therapy and/or tacrolimus was limited.
The association between acute rejection and graft survival appears well established. In the study by Wissing et al, the authors had shown rejection within the first year post-transplant was independently associated with a significant reduction in overall (57% vs 83%; p=0.0004) and death-censored graft survival (63.5% vs 91.2%; p<0.0001) [51], a finding corroborated by ANZDATA registry analysis [46].

Although HLA-DR mismatches appear to be of greater importance in predicting graft outcomes compared to HLA-AB mismatches, the current kidney allocation algorithm in Australia specifically favours fully HLA-DR matched recipients but still takes into account HLA-AB matching, therefore confers an appropriate concession to allow satisfactory HLA-matching but avoiding discrimination to potential recipients with rare HLA combinations as HLA-DR locus has fewer polymorphisms compared to HLA-AB loci [58]. Previous studies have demonstrated that allocation based predominantly on HLA-DR matching, as implemented in the United States, may eliminate any advantage of HLA-AB matching but this remains controversial [59, 60]. Analysis of Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR) of 108,701 deceased donor renal transplant recipients demonstrated that the elimination of allocation priority for HLA-B mismatches improved the transplant potential of ethnic minorities and this policy had achieved comparable renal allograft survival compared to historical graft outcomes prior to the change in allocation policy [61]. Although the presence of HLA-
Cw, DP and DQ DSA have been shown to be associated with poorer graft outcomes [62, 63], matching at the HLA-Cw, DP and DQ loci are not routinely performed and therefore is not explicitly included in the allocation of deceased donor kidneys in any countries.

5. Serological and molecular HLA typing and the detection of donor-specific anti-HLA antibodies (Figure 4)

The evolution in our understanding of the HLA system is closely linked to advancements in technology. Traditional serological-based low resolution HLA typing methods can be completed relatively quickly but are dependent on the availability of specific cell types, viability and appropriate anti-sera that are capable of recognising HLA antigens. The emergence of molecular HLA typing techniques over the past two decades has allowed for a more specific, flexible and robust means of high resolution HLA typing. In 1982, Wake et al described restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLPs), which eventually highlighted the shortcomings of serology-based methods ensuing the establishment of molecular-based HLA-typing for routine clinical practice [64]. Data generated via the genome project and the initiation of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) techniques through the 1980s further refined DNA-based techniques for HLA-typing, which has led to the development of a number of PCR-based techniques still in use to the present day.

Alongside advances in the typing of HLA alleles, the techniques used to detect anti-HLA antibodies has also evolved from CDC assays to more sensitive techniques including flow-cytometry and solid-phase assays (e.g. enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay [ELISA] or Luminex), which has allowed a more accurate assessment of transplant candidate’s immunological risk pre-transplantation (e.g. calculated panel reactive antibodies to determine level of sensitization and application of virtual cross-match to determine transplant suitability) (Figure 4).

Since the recognition of the clinical importance of CDC assay in kidney transplantation in the 1960s, CDC cross-match has become the cornerstone of determining transplant suitability in both live and deceased donor renal transplantation [65]. The underlying principle of CDC cross-match is to detect clinically relevant donor-specific anti-HLA antibodies that could result in hyperacute rejection following transplantation. Donor T and B cells are incubated in the presence of recipients’ sera and complements. If donor-specific anti-HLA antibodies are present, these will bind to donor cells and initiate the complement cascade resulting in lysis of donor lymphocytes. The percentage of lysis will be quantified and forms the basis of determining transplant candidate’s suitability for transplantation. Many laboratories perform CDC assays in the presence of anti-human globulin (enhances the sensitivity of assay by enhancing the number of Fc receptors available to bind with complements) and/or dithiothreitol (breaks down the disulfide bonds in IgM antibodies of no clinical significance) to improve the accuracy and reduce the false negative rates associated with these assays [66, 67].

Initial data using the CDC assay revealed that 80% of CDC cross-match–positive transplants and 4% of CDC cross-match–negative transplants were associated with early graft loss (within 48 hours post-transplant), thereby establishing the clinical significance of anti-HLA antibodies.
in renal transplantation. The inability to correlate all graft losses with anti-HLA antibodies has led to the development of more sensitive cross-match assays, including flow cytometric cross-match assays. It is noteworthy that 20% of patients transplanted across a positive cross-match did not lose their grafts [68]. Because T cells express class I antigens and B cells express both class I and II antigens, the interpretation of T cell together with B cell cross-match will help to establish whether class I and/or II anti-HLA antibodies are present. A positive B cell CDC cross-match invariably accompanies a positive T cell CDC cross-match but this may reflect either anti-HLA antibodies to class I antigens and/or multiple antibodies to class I and/or II antigens. However, a positive B cell CDC cross-match may occur in the absence of a positive T cell CDC cross-match and suggest the presence of class II antigens or low levels class I antigens. The presence of a positive T cell CDC cross-match is an absolute contraindication for transplantation whereas a positive B cell cross-match is a relative contraindication because of the uncertainty regarding the clinical significance and the possibility of false-positive results [69, 70]. In the allocation of deceased donor kidneys in Australia, the presence of a positive T cell CDC
cross-match is an absolute contraindication for transplantation whereas B cell cross-match is not routinely performed and therefore not utilized in the decision-making process for transplantation. With the increasing recognition of the potential importance of a positive CDC B cell cross-match, these results are now often interpreted in the context of solid phase assays.

The basic principle of flow cross-match technique is similar to CDC assay. Since the description of this assay in the early 1980s, this technique has been widely adopted to determine transplant suitability [71]. Similar to CDC assay, flow assay requires the addition of donor cells to recipients' sera, followed by the addition of a secondary fluorescein-labelled antibody allowing for the detection by flow cytometry and quantification of antibodies expressed as channel shifts. Unlike CDC cross-match, flow cytometric cross-match identifies both complement-fixing and non-complement-fixing anti-HLA donor-specific antibodies. However, the availability of different subtypes of detection antibodies has allowed for the differentiation between complement-fixing versus non-complement-fixing antibodies [72]. Although an universal cut-off value for a positive flow cross-match has not been determined, it is agreed that the use of a low cut-off point will result in increased sensitivity but reduced specificity for predicting graft outcomes (especially in the presence of negative CDC cross-match) as this may identify anti-HLA donor specific antibodies of no clinical significance. Nevertheless, renal transplant recipients with positive flow cross-match but negative CDC cross-match have a significantly greater risk of antibody-mediated rejection (AMR) and early graft loss with a positive predictive value for predicting AMR of 83% [72, 73].

To avoid problems associated with the viability of the donor cells, which could affect the accuracy of cell-based assays, the introduction of solid-phase assays have largely circumvented these problems and improved the sensitivity of detection of anti-HLA antibodies [74]. The identification of anti-HLA antibodies using ELISA was first described in 1993 where purified HLA antigens were directly immobilized on the surface of microtitre plates but the basic principle of antibody detection was similar to cell-based assays [75]. The Luminex platform is a solid-phase assay that utilizes polystyrene microspheres (beads), each embedded with fluorochromes of differing intensity attached to one (single-antigen beads) or several HLA molecules (screening beads) to determine anti-HLA antibody specificity. Similar to other assays, the addition of recipients' sera containing anti-HLA antibodies are added to the bead mix, these antibodies will bind to the appropriate beads expressing specific antigen(s). A second phycoerytherin-labelled anti-human IgG is then added to this mixture and these antibodies will bind to the primary anti-HLA antibody already attached to the beads. The sample is then passed through lasers, which would independently excite the beads and the phycoerytherin therefore allowing the laser detector to define antibody specificity [76, 77]. Unlike the CDC assays, Luminex assay detect both complement-fixing and non-complement-fixing anti-HLA antibodies but does not detect IgM autoantibodies or non-HLA antibodies. With the continued reliance on using cell-based cross-match assays, especially CDC cross-match assays to determine transplant suitability, a potential disadvantage of virtual cross-match is that transplants may be excluded based on antibody results with unknown clinical relevance [78]. It is generally accepted that solid phase virtual cross-match to identify anti-
HLA donor specific antibodies complements the results of cell-based assays to help inform decision-making process with regards to transplant suitability.

6. Clinical significance of anti-HLA donor-specific antibodies

It is well known that the presence of high levels of pre-transplant class I (HLA-A and B) ± II (HLA-DR) donor-specific antibodies (DSA; i.e. anti-HLA antibodies with reactivity against the potential donor leading to positive cross-match often as a result of prior sensitization events including previous HLA-mismatched transplants, blood transfusions or pregnancy) is associated with poorer graft outcomes, including the development of acute AMR, chronic AMR, transplant glomerulopathy and late graft loss (Table 1) [79-81]. However, few studies have suggested that the association between pre-transplant DSA and graft survival was restricted to recipients who had developed early AMR, within the first 30-days post-transplantation [82]. In addition, the authors queried the cost-effectiveness of pre-transplant screening for preformed DSA by demonstrating that the additional cost associated with quarterly screening for anti-HLA antibodies would be between 3200 to 6700 Euros, which would equate to an additional 83,000 to 130,000 Euros per avoided AMR because of preformed non-lymphocytotoxic DSA in transplant candidates on the transplant wait-list for >5 years [82]. There is also increasing evidence demonstrating that the development of de novo DSA (occurring post-transplantation), especially development of DSA directed against HLA-DQ graft molecules in HLA-class II incompatible graft transplantations, are both associated with acute and subclinical AMR and graft loss in kidney transplant only and/or simultaneous pancreas-kidney transplant recipients [80, 83-85]. Although there is no current consensus on the level of clinically significant DSA identified by flow cytometric or Luminex assays, most studies have demonstrated that increasing single, peak or total DSA levels were associated with an incremental risk of rejection and/or graft loss [86, 87]. Recent studies have suggested that the detection of C1q-fixing DSA (i.e. the potential to identify DSA that can activate complements by binding C1q) may be more specific in predicting acute rejection, biopsy C4d-deposition, transplant glomerulopathy and late graft failure following kidney transplantation but this remains controversial and not routinely performed in many transplanting centres [88, 89]. The clinical benefit of routine regular surveillance for de novo DSA in improving graft survival following kidney transplantation remains unclear although a recent study of 72 live-donor renal transplant recipients suggested that the appearance of de novo DSA was inversely proportional to the amount of maintenance immunosuppressive drugs (especially in the weaning phase of immunosuppression minimization particularly prednisolone) such that DSA monitoring may be highly effective for detecting escape from tolerance and reappearance of the immune response in weaned patients [90]. With the greater understanding of HLA antigens and anti-HLA antibodies, innovative techniques have been established to allow transplantation across positive CDC and/or flow cross-match barriers but this is beyond the scope of this chapter.
7. HLA-matching in kidney allocation from deceased donors

Most renal transplant programs preferentially allocate kidneys from deceased donors to transplant candidates with favourable HLA compatibility. The current allocation of deceased-
donor kidneys in most countries, including Australia and the Eurotransplant group (Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Slovenia, and Austria), is weighted largely on the degree of mismatched antigens at the HLA-A, -B and -DR loci, with less emphasis on other factors such as time on dialysis, prior sensitization and even ischaemic time. When a potential deceased-donor kidney is available in Australia, transplant candidates on the wait-list are ranked according to an allocation score calculated from a combination of factors including the number of HLA-mismatches, age of recipient, degree of sensitization and time on wait-list [91]. Approximately 20% of deceased donor kidneys are allocated on a national level to highly sensitized transplant candidates (around 20% of kidneys allocated) but the remaining 80% of deceased donor kidneys are allocated through individual state allocation algorithms.

Despite efforts to achieve equity of access to transplantation in many countries, the inclusion of HLA matching in the allocation of deceased donor kidneys is believed to disadvantage transplant candidates with uncommon HLA phenotypes [92]. Consequently, indigenous populations and ethnic minorities often have a much longer transplant wait-list time and are less likely to receive well-matched kidneys [97-100]. The elimination of the allocation priority for HLA-B mismatches has been shown to improve the transplant potential of ethnic minorities but this approach has not been widely adopted by other countries [61].

In Australia, unacceptable class I HLA-mismatches are defined using the Luminex platform and the presence of class I DSA against HLA-A and -B antigens with >2000 mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) excludes transplant candidates from receiving these donor kidneys, independent of the CDC-cross match results. At present, class II DSA is not explicitly considered in the allocation of kidneys from deceased donors in Australia but many centres have already adopted the policy of avoiding transplantation of kidneys into transplant candidates with high levels of class II DSA.

8. Acceptable HLA-mismatch and highly sensitized transplant candidates

Highly sensitised transplant candidates (defined as those having a panel reactive antibody [PRA] level of >80%) on the deceased donor transplant wait-list are less likely to receive donor kidneys (greater likelihood of obtaining a positive complement-dependent cytotoxicity [CDC]-cross match result with any given donor) and have a much longer wait-list time compared to unsensitized transplant candidates, resulting in a greater risk of mortality whilst remaining on the transplant wait-list [93]. In Australia, highly sensitized transplant candidates represent approximately 5% of the wait-listed candidates and are more likely to wait on average twice as long as unsensitized transplant candidates despite an increase in the number of deceased donors over time (202 donors in 2006 compared to 309 donors in 2010) [6].

Although HLA matching has traditionally been performed at the broad antigen level, a model considering cross-reacting groups (CREGs) may increase the probability of identifying more compatible kidneys for ethnic minorities and highly sensitized transplant candidates. HLA antigens comprise of multiple serologic epitopes made of polymorphic amino acid residues, and it is these structures and their conformation and position that determine antibody
accessibility, recognition, and subsequent reactivity [94]. Almost 200 class I and II epitopes have been defined by Luminex technology [95]. Some epitopes are shared across different HLA alleles while some are unique to single or more restricted numbers of HLA alleles. While there are considerable differences in HLA antigen frequencies between different ethnic groups, CREGs are more evenly distributed [96].

The concept of acceptable HLA-mismatch identifies mismatched HLA-antigens that could be considered as compatible at a structural or functional level. It is based on the principle that each HLA antigen is structurally unique and that an individual cannot mount an immunological response against an epitope expressed by their own HLA, i.e. one cannot react against shared ‘self’ epitopes [105, 106]. It has been demonstrated that such acceptable HLA-mismatches would result in a negative CDC cross-match and therefore allow transplantation to safely proceed [97, 98].

Acceptable HLA-mismatches can be identified using HLAMatchmaker or the Luminex platform. HLAMatchmaker is a computer algorithm that regards each HLA antigen as a string of polymorphic amino acid configurations in antibody-accessible positions (epitopes) formed by triplets or eplets [99, 100]. For any given set of HLA antigens, HLAMatchmaker can define the number of triplet or eplet mismatches present against any foreign HLA antigen and hence define the HLA antigens that are mismatched at the broad antigen level but matched at the eplet level, i.e. acceptable HLA-mismatches. Graft outcomes of HLAMatchmaker-identified 0-2 triplet-mismatched kidney transplant recipients are similar compared to recipients with 0 HLA-mismatch at the HLA-A, -B and –DR loci (Figure 5) [101].

Figure 5. Impact of HLA-A, -B triplet (T) matching on 5-year graft survival rates in zero-HLA-DR-mismatched kidney transplants in a cohort of United Nation of Organ Sharing (UNOS) renal transplant recipients between 1987 and 1999 (adapted from Duquesnoy et al Transplantation 2003) [101].

The Luminex platform determines specificity and quantifies anti-HLA antibodies present in potential transplant candidates and is used in Australia to define unacceptable class I HLA-mismatches. Although it may be logical to consider Luminex-define DSA with MFI of <500 as acceptable mismatch, the utilization of this technique or the appropriate thresholds of Luminex-determined acceptable mismatch remain unknown [102].

In highly sensitized transplant candidates, the identification of acceptable HLA-mismatch has been shown to improve their transplant potential by reducing the number of HLA-mismatches therefore identifying additional donors likely to produce a negative CDC cross-match.

9. Acceptable HLA-mismatch programs

Successful acceptable HLA-mismatch programs have been implemented in many countries, including Europe, United Kingdom and United States [45, 114-116]. Eurotransplant Acceptable Mismatch Program was established in mid 1970 to improve the transplant potential of highly sensitized transplant candidates. Over the ensuing decade, eleven other similar programs were introduced throughout Europe [103]. Although there is considerable variation in PRA cut-off to define highly sensitized transplant candidates, it is generally accepted that PRA >80% may be the most appropriate cut-off. Table 2 highlights the results of the established acceptable mismatch programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Initiation</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
<th>Outcomes/Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| UK Transplant SOS Scheme (UKT:SOS)          | Feb 1984   | [106]     | PRA/>=85% (historic or current sera) | • 65% graft survival at 1 year  
• 42% transplanted within 1 year |
| Collaborative Transplant Study Highly Immunized Trial (CTS:HIT) | 1985       | [107]     | PRA/>=80% (current sera) | • 5-year graft survival comparable to unsensitized recipients (59% vs 60%) |
| Eurotransplant Acceptable Mismatch Program (ET:ACMM) | 1985       | [100]     | PRA≥85% (historic or current sera) | • 2-year graft survival comparable to unsensitized recipients (87%)  
• 45% transplanted in 1 year, mean 8.9 months reduction in mean wait time |
| South Eastern Organ Procurement Foundation High Grade HLA Match algorithm (SEOPF:HGM) | Jan 1994   | [108]     | PRA≥40% (current sera) | • 2-year graft survival comparable to unsensitized recipients (86% vs 88%) |

PRA – panel reactive antibody, HLA – human leukocyte antigen

Table 2. Description of allocation schemes based on acceptable HLA-mismatch.
The Eurotransplant Acceptable Mismatch Program is the largest and most successful program and runs in parallel with the Eurotransplant Kidney Allocation System (ETKAS) to identify acceptable HLA-mismatches in potential highly sensitized transplant candidates through comprehensive serum screening for acceptable mismatches. The introduction of the acceptable mismatch program has significantly reduced waiting time for highly sensitized transplant candidates whilst achieving comparable short and long-term graft outcomes to unsensitized transplant recipients [100].

The deceased donor kidney allocation algorithm in Australia does not consider acceptable HLA-mismatches for highly sensitized transplant candidates. We are currently investigating the impact of identifying and incorporating acceptable mismatches into the deceased-donor kidney allocation model and our preliminary data suggest that an acceptable mismatch program could result in an improvement in transplant potential of 1 in 10 highly sensitized renal transplant recipients (PRA >80%) with a potential reduction in average transplant wait-list time of 33 months [104].

10. Conclusion

Despite the evolution of more sensitive molecular-based HLA-typing and the ability to detect DSA, there continues to be an important association between HLA-matching and graft and patient outcomes in kidney transplantation. Nevertheless, the application of molecular-based typing in kidney transplantation is already being mandated by most of the transplant community and may provide greater accuracy in the assessment of individual’s immunological risk as well as improving transplant outcomes.
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